Abstract: Higher education is at a crossroads. Institutions need to be increasingly adaptable to unexpected stressors while building more robust systems for assessing their students’ longitudinal, multifaceted development within the context of mission-driven operations. Integrated planning is a collaborative process that meets these goals through the intentional coordination, within and among units, to engage in long-term planning while nimbly responding to changes that warrant procedural alterations so that institutions can meet their strategic goals. In this paper, we demonstrate how the architecture of institutional effectiveness (IE) is inextricably linked to the quality of its integrated planning (IP), with student learning and developmental outcomes at its nexus.
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Introduction

If we have learned anything in 2020 it is that change is inevitable and it is up to institutions of higher education to anticipate change and manage it well. Embracing change not only allows for institutional adaptability and sustainability -- it also equips colleges and universities to generate knowledge and contribute to the equity, inclusion, and civic mindedness upon which our nation depends (The Chronicle of Higher Education, 2020). Yet, much like a subtle bend and sway of a bridge, higher education must remain nimble without adulterating its two fundamental roles: to advance the learning and developmental needs of its students and the generation of new knowledge. Although both roles are unequivocally important, this paper is focused on students’ learning and development, and more specifically, how post-secondary learners’ multifaceted, substantive growth depends upon the effectiveness of the institutions in which they are matriculated.

Thus, in this paper, we demonstrate how the architecture of institutional effectiveness (IE) is inextricably linked to the quality of its integrated planning (IP), with student learning and developmental outcomes at its nexus. These include facilitating students’ academic habits of mind, interpersonal relationships, future orientation, sense of belonging, civic engagement and social responsibility, and capacity to cope with anxiety as well as other mental health issues (Astin, 1984; Ben-Avie & Darrow, 2018a; Kuh et al., 2006; O’Keeffe, 2013). We assert that the focus on IP and tracking student development and learning over time are underexplored prerequisites for IE, and are necessary if institutions are to meet their mission and remain afloat in increasingly volatile times. Further, we contend that student success must be situated in the center of college and university assessment, and that the goal of centrality – that is, maximizing students’ success — is, again, a function of the quality of IP and longitudinal assessment practices.

Assessment creates a shared language about student learning and development. The critical
function of assessment is to name phenomena, to provide people with the language to articulate why they have a sense of unease when considering whether students are learning and developing well, and to provide a framework for talking about students in a nonjudgmental manner. These strategies provide the “language of development” when considering which of several policy options to select or curricular or co-curricular innovations to implement. Effective assessment strategies spark important discussions on campus that lead to purposeful educational changes based on evidence (Hutchinson et al., 2012; Kuh et al., 2015). Thus, the criterion for effective assessment is whether the learning and development of students were enhanced as a result of using the assessment insights.

IE is about maximizing the benefits gained from using these assessment insights. IE can be defined as both a noun and a verb as seen in Figure 1. IE as a “noun” is part of the institutional infrastructure. IE as a “verb” is the act of demonstrating IE. IE’s relationship to integrated planning reflects IE’s purpose as both a noun and a verb. As part of the institutional infrastructure, IE sets a structure for planning activities that happen on campus.

Typically, an institution's board of directors along with the president and senior leadership set the broad strategic direction for an institution. The work of planning, from strategic to operational, academic to facilities, and student life to finance, is executed by leadership and campus stakeholders. A strong IE infrastructure sits at the nexus of all of these campus networks. In the context of this, IE offices may oversee unit planning -- to some degree -- and offer various levels of data and planning support for all institutional planning activities (Knight, 2015).

Figure 1

A Model of Institutional Effectiveness as both a Noun and Verb through Integrated Planning
INTEGRATED PLANNING: THE “DIFFERENCE MAKES A DIFFERENCE” IN INSTITUTIONAL EFFECTIVENESS OVER TIME

Note. This figure demonstrates the function of IE as both a noun and a verb in the broader institutional context. Black and blue boxes denote official university personnel and functions. Orange boxes denote external regulatory entities and functions. Green boxes denote mechanisms for gathering and usage of institutional data. Solid lines represent data collaboration to support institutional integrated planning. Dotted lines represent data collaboration to support work at the unit level.

As a verb, IE is the purposeful coordination and integration of institutional functions and processes that support institutional performance, quality, equity, and efficiency. Within the framework of the triad of teaching and learning, discovery, and engagement, those functions and processes include strategic and operational planning, outcomes assessment, institutional research, regional and specialized accreditation, and program/unit review. On the implementation side, this means that IE is the sum of institution-wide IP activities plus the longitudinal assessment of multifaceted student development. For example, IE has an important role in the master facilities plan to ensure that the plan for the facilities aligns with the learning and developmental needs of the students as well as the needs of other operational units (for example, IT), (Salem, Itani, & El-Hajj, 2020).

As both a noun and a verb, IE is operationalized through the comprehensive alignment of strategic planning, assessment (academic, co-curricular, and administrative) as well as program and administrative functional review to enhance effectiveness and efficiency while reducing the duplication of effort (Rizvi & Jacobsen, 2018). At times, the role of IE is to be a voice at the table during the planning process, offering insights based on data and helping the planning team to articulate desired outcomes. At other times, the role of IE is to promote IP.

IP is a discipline, not a methodology that creates “a sustainable approach to planning that builds relationships, aligns the organization, and emphasizes preparedness for change” (Society for College and University Planning, 2021). The key components of this definition namely, “sustainable, relationships, alignment,” and “change readiness,” grounds institutional progress in establishing a disciplined approach to deliver on mission-driven outcomes that foster student success, discovery, engagement, and institutional thriving. The organizational alignment that is fundamental to IP must occur both within and between units, so that the staff and faculty therein are working in collaboration to meet their institution’s mission and goals with an eye towards proactive, forward thinking, long-term planning, and operational agility.

Situations in our current higher educational landscape set the stage for contextualizing our conceptual argument of IE being inextricably linked to the quality of its IP, with student learning and developmental outcomes at its nexus. For example, during periods of rapid change, questions from faculty often arise about how decisions are made to keep academic departments open or drastically transform programs to meet objectives established by senior leadership. Although cost-cutting measures during difficult times can result in adverse impact for academic programs, the same can be true in times of rapid expansion, whereby programs try to keep up with demand and little attention is paid to IE as a whole. The strain on student learning, academic careers, and administrative staff resulting from financial and related resource swings can take years from which to recover, often leading to mistrust among faculty and senior administration. During our current, markedly volatile period for higher education due to factors related to the pandemic, the enrollment cliff for traditional-age college students and financial uncertainty (The Chronicle of Higher Education, 2020), IP offers colleges and universities an alternative approach where faculty and staff, as well as students and other important stakeholders, can take an active role in beneficially shaping the future direction of their institutions through engagement and commitment.
Broadly speaking, IP is a well-defined, intentional process that facilitates collaboration among students, faculty, staff, and senior leadership to make sound decisions that are mission-driven and data-informed. Guiding this process is the consistent scanning of both the internal and external environment for emergent trends that may impact institutional operations. In the context of this, when consequential shifts -- such as the transformation of a department -- need to be made quickly, the relationships, communication protocols, and decision-making processes germane to IP comprise the foundation required for the strategic enactment of change. Taken together, the benefits of an IP process are increased transparency, trust, organizational change agility, and collaborative governance resulting in better institutional and student outcomes. Thus, through IP, senior leadership, faculty, staff, students, and both internal and external stakeholders are positioned to generate solutions for short- and long-term plans that optimally support student learning and development and institutional thriving (Salem et al., 2020).

The “Difference that Makes a Difference”
Many institutions claim integrated planning (IP) as their mantra. This, however, is not really the reality. IP is the Holy Grail of institutional operations, often claimed but rarely found (Santilli, 2020). When an institution of higher education does not handle change well, it constantly operates in a crisis mode. In a crisis mode, the administrators, faculty, and staff do not have the wherewithal to engage in the type of long-term, prospective, global planning that leads to improved learning and developmental outcomes among students. Kinzie & Kuh (2016) write that “institutions usually implement piecemeal short-term initiatives with disconnected success programs leading to ‘solutionitis’--the problem of doing something, anything, to and for students” (p. 13). The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching (undated) defines “solutionitis” as “The tendency to jump quickly on a solution before fully understanding the actual problem to be solved. This behavior results in incomplete analysis of the problem to be addressed and fuller consideration of potential problem-solving alternatives.” The purpose of outcome assessment is to identify the underlying factors that may impact students’ growth along essential learning and developmental outcomes, -- with students at the center of this endeavor -- as well as to effectively leverage change. This might mean that the “difference that makes a difference” is a low-cost, high impact strategy that had not been considered previously.

Keeping in mind that learning outcomes are interdependent, the most effective leverage for change may not necessarily be the most obvious one. Assessment that emerges from IP recognizes that, as with any ecosystem, intense stress on one part of the system influences the functioning of the whole system. However, assessment strategies that primarily pay attention to one aspect of students’ learning and development may undermine their growth in another domain (Patton et al., 2016). It is for this reason that comprehensive IP is needed in institutions to ensure there is promotion of not only students’ learning but also student development in all its facets. Holistic student development is a complex endeavor which requires administrators, faculty, and staff to coordinate their efforts. Directors and coordinators of assessment can help with this complexity when IP is used to drive priorities and assessment. The capacity to leverage data to promote students’ learning and holistic development emerges from a process that enables colleges and universities to see essential learning outcomes as a comprehensive plan, identify the underlying operations that are causing problems, and to figure out how to use the results of assessment initiatives to inform decisions (Baer, 2019). Thus, IP without assessment built into it will not work.

Integrated Planning and Longitudinal Assessment of Student Learning and Development
To promote the manifold dimensions of students’ learning and development, an integrated institutional planning process is needed that considers all the experiences that students have on campus, within the same framework, as well as their experiences over time. Assessments of the efficacy of these frameworks and experiences in
advancing students’ multifaceted learning and development (e.g., persistence, engagement, motivation, belonging, communication skills, capacity to lead/work well with others, problem-solving, academic growth, management of cognitive and non-cognitive complexity, etc.) should then be used to determine how student-centered curricular and co-curricular experiences can be modified to best meet their needs longitudinally – as part of a continuous feedback loop (Carnevale et al., 2020). These competencies should be assessed, as should post-secondary outcomes – such as job placement, income, graduate/professional study, educational attainment/post-baccalaureate completion rates, military service, and volunteer service – as all are fundamental for success in emerging adulthood (Klor de Alva & Christensen, 2020). As alluded to above, integrated planning (IP) is a strategic and operational process that includes robust assessments of student development over time within the context of advancing institutional effectiveness.

In an effort to identify the “difference that makes a difference,” the most effective leverage for change emerges from analyzing patterns and anomalies in data from assessments that track students’ learning and development over time. To identify “the difference,” cohort studies are essential that follow students from new student orientation through graduation or subsequent enrollment in another university. Learning and development are incremental processes and, therefore, longitudinal studies are necessary to determine the impact of an institution of higher education. A mission-driven, data-informed process of educational change that is informed by IP and the developmental sciences (developmental psychology, cognitive science, and neuroscience) is not common (Ben-Avie & Darrow, 2018b). Few institutions systematically measure college students’ incremental growth along such aspects of developmental trajectories as future orientation and overcoming hesitancy to seek help. In a 2020 review of empirical research studies dealing with students’ trajectories through higher education, Haas and Hadjar (2020) stated that the field of research on students’ higher education trajectories (rather than on static points in time, such as singular transitions) is “rather small” and “fragmented.” The review analyzed articles with a quantitative research focus using panel data and that focused on trajectories as a longitudinal concept (continuities and discontinuities in the process of acquiring degrees). Studies were excluded if they focused only on the occurrence of single events within the trajectory (dropout, transfer). The authors identified only 18 articles in English, published in peer-reviewed journals, written over the past two decades (1999-2018) in the United States. The conclusion was that research on college students’ trajectories “remains scant.” Despite the paucity of this research and corresponding methodologies, we assert that the collection and subsequent effective use of data on student learning and development is the mechanism through which students’ developmental needs will share at least equal attention with institutional needs, especially financial ones.

A tension exists, however, between the need for long-term studies and an institution’s pressure to quickly see the impact of a new program or campus initiative. This tension may be exacerbated by results after a short period of time that appear to suggest that the new program is not meeting expectations. It is for this reason that articulating a “life cycle” of assessment and planning makes sense.

Consider, for example, a completely revised general education program. At first glance, possible stages in the life cycle may include planning, faculty development, implementation, and institutionalization (when the “new” general education program is no longer “new” and it becomes “that’s just the way that we do things around here”). For a while, a college or university may maintain two distinct general education programs: the previous program for juniors and seniors along with a new general education program for incoming students. Sometimes scores on metrics decrease after the first year of implementation of a new program because change brings hidden tensions to the surface. Also, some faculty members may resist modifying their courses thereby preventing full implementation. Thus, a life
cycle needs to take all this into consideration by defining cycle milestone (e.g., if 35% of the faculty enthusiastically modify their courses, then a low or moderate level of outcomes may be observed; if 75% of the faculty enthusiastically modify their courses, then more positive outcomes may be seen).

Three years after implementation, administrators, faculty, and staff may try to explain away disappointing results by declaring that the new general education program was never fully implemented as designed. Yet, these disappointing results could be avoided through use of IP. Lessons from change management and implementation science research align with IP principles and show that educational program initiatives can have strong fidelity to implementation plans (Bauer et al., 2015; Metz & Easterling, 2016). Fruitful outcomes can be achieved when implementation plans are supported by senior leaders, communication about why changes are needed is clear and consistent, and active data-driven approaches are used to inform changes throughout the program’s life cycle. Thus, it is worthwhile to widen the frame for a moment to consider how evidence may inform how decisions are often made on campus.

Focusing on individual students may stretch the capacity of an institution of higher education. It is more effective to engage in IP that is preventive rather than providing support student-by-student. If, for example, data findings and assessment strategies are discussed only in the context of faculty professional development or accreditation, then opportunities are missed to place student learning and development at the forefront of the institution’s planning. The limitation of discussing data findings only in the context of faculty professional development is that the most effective leverage of change may not necessarily be more faculty workshops. It is for this reason that longitudinal, cohort studies are conducted to identify patterns and anomalies in student persistence and graduation. The scope of a longitudinal, cohort study is the university in all its entirety, and not just one aspect of the institution or a particular initiative.

It is during a period of rapid change in which institutions are required to quickly make many decisions where in which assessment and cohort databases, and not anecdotes of unusual cases, are needed the most. An institution that is using an IP mindset will find that when task forces and committees need assessment results to make decisions, there is no need to scramble to access this information because cohort datasets have already been created and are ready to be mined for actionable data.

The Connection between Assessment, Integrated Planning, and Institutional Effectiveness

This focus on the essential contribution of assessment to integrated planning (IP) will require a re-defining of institutional effectiveness (IE) to what Knight has proposed as the Integrated Institutional Effectiveness Office (Knight, 2015). Here, Knight (2015) argues for broadening the work of IE in the manner we have suggested, namely, to include, “The functional components of IIE units typically include institutional research, assessment of student learning outcomes, academic (and sometimes administrative) program or unit review, strategic planning, and accreditation. Not all of these functions are always present. Less common additions to the IIE portfolio may include institutional budgeting, analysis and allocation of space, and development of new academic programs” (page 4).

The Integrated Institutional Effectiveness Office would serve as the steward of documenting a host of institutional activities and serve as an initiator for institutional progress. For example, assessment now becomes part of the design process of new initiatives and related discussions (including budget and related resource allocations) to ensure improvement instead of after-the-fact discussions on how to determine effectiveness because accountability measures require an evaluation. In this context, Ewell’s (1987) distinction between assessment-for-accountability and assessment-for improvement is pertinent. Assessment for improvement encompasses all aspects of students’ experiences on campus and over time. Rather than
assessing specific learning outcomes in isolation (e.g., written communication, critical thinking), this approach calls for identifying the most effective leverage for managing change both at the institutional level and within students. Development is about change and an immediate outcome of IP is an increased intentionality to take emerging adulthood into consideration in manifold forums on campus.

The Association for Higher Education Effectiveness (AHEE 2021) defines integrated institutional effectiveness (IIE) as follows: IIE is the purposeful coordination and integration of functions that foster student success and support institutional performance, quality, and efficiency; those functions include strategic planning, outcomes assessment, institutional research, regional/specialized accreditation, and program/unit review. Upon further examination of the functions of various IE offices, this definition can be expanded as follows: IE is the purposeful coordination and integration of institutional functions and processes that support institutional performance, quality, and efficiency. Within the framework of the triad of teaching and learning, discovery, and engagement, those functions and processes include strategic and operational planning, outcomes assessment, institutional research, regional and specialized accreditation, and program/unit review as seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2

A Model of Institutional Effectiveness

Note. This figure demonstrates the purposeful coordination and integration of institutional functions and processes that support institutional performance, quality, and efficiency.
On the implementation side, this means that IE is the sum of IP plus the longitudinal assessment of multifaceted student development. This can be operationalized through the comprehensive alignment of strategic and operational planning, assessment (academic, co-curricular, and administrative), as well as program and administrative functional review to enhance effectiveness and efficiency while reducing the duplication of effort. As discussed in detail later in the paper, this requires IE to be situated where strategic, tactical, and annual academic departmental planning converge, and should render IE experts initiators and champions for student success and institutional thriving, not simply suppliers of data (Volkwein, 2010).

Furthermore, as stated previously, IE may be both an institutional entity (noun) and an institutional practice (verb). As an institutional entity, IE is the office most responsible for monitoring or leading: the assessment of student learning and development, as well as academic and administrative program review; IP; oversight of the development and implementation of institutional processes, policies, and procedures, and; engaging in the institutional research and analytics that provides the necessary evidence to support institutional thriving. As an institutional practice, IE includes the routine collection of institutional performance data used to support: routine compliance reporting, such as IPEDS; creation and maintenance of institutional dashboards; supply evidence for progress on strategic and operational integrated plans; support the assessment of student learning and development; creation of institutional reports, such as, factbooks, economic impact studies, annual reports, and research and engagement activities.

The dual purpose of IE creates particular challenges for those professionals charged with establishing IE offices on campuses and the practice of IE on campus. For IE to thrive on campus it is important that institutional leadership recognize the form and function of IE is institutional in scope and exists to promote effectiveness in operations, policies, procedures, and data governance.

Recommendations for Advancing Institutional Effectiveness through Integrated Planning

The Society for College and University Planning (SCUP, 2015) asserts that seven “successful planning” processes undergird integrated planning (IP), which are: an emphasis on “good planning”; ensuring university stakeholders, leaders, staff and faculty are “trained in how to plan effectively”; shared “beliefs regarding what constitutes effective planning”; deliberating and agreeing upon “planning prioritizations”; “integrating campus plans” effectively (i.e., linking the budget to academics, facilities and other university priorities); “managing change” effectively; and planning in a manner that is responsive to, and can be easily adapted to, change (p. 33). Given the centrality of these factors in successfully enacting IP along with the focus on assessing learning and development over time, pertinent procedural questions emerge that would help to improve institutional effectiveness (IE), as IE professionals become more closely involved in institutional planning.

Specifically, “What does it look like” to emphasize good planning and being able to enact the seven factors above?

1. Good planning is an active process that includes feedback from a diverse audience. It is neither an exercise used to meet a compliance-based requirement, nor a static document that “sits on
An understanding and consideration of these seven factors enables an institution to fully utilize IP to support IE. IE can then better focus on its purpose and function to provide ongoing, integrated, collaborative, substantial mechanisms to promote and ensure the quality and effectiveness of all aspects of an institution so the institution accomplishes and stays true to its mission (Gadia & Mendoza, 2020). To fully actualize these goals, IE should be repositioned so that it is at the forefront of strategic, tactical, and annual academic departmental planning. This shift represents assigning circumscribed roles for IE experts in data assessment, planning, program review, and research to one that is focused on integrated leadership and facilitation (Salem et al., 2020). Thus, IE offices, staffed by experts in data analysis, through the use of student information systems and programming languages, creating data dashboards, completing state and federally-mandated reports, and completing assessments for accreditation and program review should serve as a “command center” within an institution’s infrastructure. In contrast to common practice, in which IE is brought in at the end of the strategic planning process to develop metrics, IE experts need to be part of
the original team, and perhaps even guide the process. To do true IE planning, IE offices need a seat at the table with senior leadership to conduct the internal and external analyses that inform strategic, tactical and departmental plans (Wall et al., 2014; Welsh & Metcalf, 2003). IP is about people as much as it is about data. As such, collaborative governance is key.

IP will, in turn, improve IE as IE professionals become more closely involved in institutional planning. The needs of universities as a whole will become clearer to IE professionals and as such allow more targeted collection and use of the data. Optimal use of data depends upon the degree to which institutions longitudinally track student affairs with metrics such as engagement, experiences, student learning and development, advisor notes, student tutoring, student appointments, student intake questionnaires, and student risk flags, among other things. This illustrates again that data that are segmented and/or exist in silos preclude universities from improving their IE via integrated planning (Ellison et al., 2020). Issues related to student, faculty, and staff privacy can be mitigated through technological solutions. Thus, as IP serves as the connective tissue among disparate institutional planning efforts, integrated data collection provides the information systems that inform coordinated, campus-wide initiatives to increase its IE.

IP provides higher education institutions with tools to build a sustainable approach to planning and managing change while working towards shared values and goals related to student learning and development. Through active engagement towards these shared goals, faculty and staff can leverage their commitment to student learning and development to inform the planning process. Faculty and staff engagement in the IP process benefits the institution in that it leads to commitment at different levels and provides multiple pathways to engagement; for example, aligning course-level learning outcomes with institutional learning outcomes. Welsh and Metcalf’s (2003) research substantiates that faculty and staff commitment to the planning process can contribute to departmental and institutional improvements, more in-depth implementation of plans, and a greater focus on outcomes -- as opposed to a singular focus on resource allocation discussions.

The multiple pathways for engagement benefit the institution by creating a more collaborative governance approach to decision-making, thereby increasing faculty and staff commitment, transparency, and trust with senior leaders. Through the use of numerous sources of data -- such as assessment, learning outcomes, and longitudinal cohort studies -- the integrated planning process also enables a scholarly approach to planning that can shape departmental priorities. By enabling a process of inquiry and leveraging both quantitative and qualitative data, faculty from different academic disciplines can actively contribute to innovations in IE.

Future Considerations
Integrated planning (IP) for the purpose of creating shared values and goals related to student learning and development calls for intentional collaboration across organizational units. Collaboration is needed to effectively address student learning and development holistically. Data, perspectives, and knowledge from not only academic units, but also from student affairs, operations, and the like, provide a more robust and meaningful understanding of student learning and development. Although these assessments are essential to conduct, this paper incites additional insights to consider when engaging
in IP for the purposes enumerated above, and introduces considerations for future research. Such considerations include, how should we engage students purposefully and strategically in the process, and two, how do we ensure an equitable process that leads to equitable outcomes? Although the scope of this paper does not allow us to explore these queries in depth, it does offer salient insights for practitioners and scholars to consider.

Drawing on literature that demonstrates the value of engaging students in the assessment process, we assert that engaging students throughout institutional IP efforts is necessary. Best practices in academic assessment call for formative evaluations that enlist student feedback throughout their learning process, such as self-assessment via journaling (Bioxham & Boyd, 2007). Institutions also encourage student involvement in assessment outside the classroom by inviting them to attend assessment skill development workshops or creating roles for them to engage in these evaluations at the institutional or academic level (Blaich & Wise, 2011; Blaich et al., 2019; Truncalle et al., 2018; Werder et al., 2016). All too often, however, assessment is done to students rather than with them (Montenegro & Jankowski, 2017).

As suggested above, the same can be said about institutional planning. If we consider institutional effectiveness to include championing student success and institutional vitality (Volkwein, 2010), and consider IP as a process that engages multiple facets of the community, then we must also consider whether students are situated at the center or periphery of these processes. We assert they are at the center: They are not only experts on their own learning and development but are also able to engage as co-inquirers (rather than subjects) in addressing problems and questions within the community of concern (Frank, 2020; Montenegro & Jankowski, 2017). In the spirit of doing planning with students rather than to students, we argue for further scholarly consideration in how to engage students purposefully and effectively in the IP process beyond completing surveys, using their data, or participating in focus groups (Asperin et al., 2021).

Hand in hand with engaging students in the process, is consideration of how to approach IP through an equitable framework. Considerations for multiple as well as oppressed voices throughout the planning process is essential to effectively address holistic student learning and development. The body of literature addressing equitable assessment practices in higher education is growing (Dorime-Williams, 2018; Montenegro & Jankowski, 2017). In addition, the Grand Challenges in Assessment Project has identified increasing equity as an essential challenge to address through unified efforts by national and international organizations (Singer-Freeman & Robinson, 2020). According to Dorime-Williams (2018), a social justice approach considers how “issues of power, privilege, and identity impact the experiences and perceptions of students and educators” (p. 43).

Equity and the social justice lens can be applied beyond assessment to IP practices. In what ways might IP perpetuate systems of oppression, widen equity gaps, or harm underrepresented students, faculty, and staff (Asperin et al., 2021). Perez (2020) offers using theories, like critical race theory (CRT), to help expose inequitable practices in planning processes. Drawing on Perez (2020), Asperin et al. (2021) challenges colleges and universities to have a plan that engages communities that have traditionally been excluded and oppressed in order to address injustices. They explain not
having a plan that does this is exclusionary in and of itself. Considering the call for more equitable practices in higher education assessment and drawing on frameworks like social justice and CRT, we propose further examination of ways to approach IP that results in increasing equity and minimizing oppression.

Conclusion
In summary, integrated planning (IP) provides higher education institutions with tools to build a sustainable approach to planning and managing change, while working towards shared values and goals related to student learning and development. The multiple pathways for engagement benefits the institution by creating a more collaborative governance approach to decision-making that focuses on student development and learning, thus increasing faculty and staff commitment, transparency, and trust with senior leaders. Through the use of multiple sources of data, such as assessment, learning outcomes, and longitudinal cohort studies that are reflected in a diversity of student-centered metrics, the IP process also enables a scholarly approach to planning that can shape departmental priorities. By enabling a process of inquiry and leveraging both quantitative and qualitative data, faculty, staff, administrators, and other stakeholders can actively contribute to the innovations in institutional effectiveness (IE). This is particularly salient in this age of contradictions, with higher education facing greater threats just as its assets -- realized through IE -- become all the more vital to our societal, and our literal, health.
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